
Bennett’s book also contains a wealth of thought-provoking material,
above all how museums became not just instruments of the Enlightenment
but agents for its promulgation. This becomes especially interesting with
the subject of evolution. The problem with the book is that its scope is
limited to Britain, the United States and Australia. What emerges is the need
for a far more wide-ranging study that will show how evolution was
presented in museums throughout the world. It would be fascinating to see
how these displays were related to the rise of nationalism, communism
and fascism, for all these movements had distinct museum programmes.
Though it will be patchy, evidence must exist in the archives of the
world’s myriad museums, showing how these museums looked and thought
during this crucial period in human history. This is not a criticism of
Bennett’s book. The most flattering thing that can be said of a scholarly
work is that it exposes the next layer to study.
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On the ninetieth anniversary of the Easter Rising in Ireland this year, a large
and well-attended parade worked its way through the streets of Dublin.
Commencing at the city castle, the procession ended at the General Post
Office on O’Connell Street, where rebel leaders first declared Ireland a
republic in 1916. Flags flew half-mast, soldiers stood at attention, officials
laid wreaths, and historic proclamations were read. This was no ordinary
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commemoration: it was the city’s first official parade in thirty-five years

and the largest ceremonial duty, of 2,500 soldiers, ever undertaken by

the Irish army.
Historically, the Irish Republican Army has claimed to be the rightful

heir to uprising heroes; this year, rebel leaders were remembered in more

inclusive ways. President Mary McAleese likened those who lost their lives

in the uprising to the thousands of Irish men who died in the First World

War fighting with British troops: ‘They did what they did in the belief that

they were helping a new generation to grow up in freedom and without fear.

. . .That is true of those who died [in Dublin] in 1916, and it’s true of those

who died on the Somme’. At another ceremonial event, Prime Minister

Bertie Ahern paid tribute to the leaders executed at Kilmainham Jail.

He described the day as one of ‘remembrance, reconciliation and renewal’:

‘As we look to the future, we must be generous and inclusive so that all of

the people of Ireland can live together with each other and with our

neighbours in Great Britain on a basis of friendship, respect, equality and

partnership’.1 Yet claims to national belonging are always fragile, contested

by those who seek to promote their own narratives of the past in the public

realm. Ian Paisley Junior, of the Democratic Unionist Party of Northern

Ireland, derided President McAleese for stating that the rebels ‘gave their

lives for those who now enjoy the benefits of the Celtic Tiger economy’. For

him, such a statement was ‘utter folly and would not stand up to ‘historical

scrutiny’. Not only are claims to the past contested, citizens enact a range of

relationships to the nation. At the day’s events, young men shouted

obscenities at government ministers, some families enjoyed the pageantry,

locals attended political rallies, old-timers debated the future of Sinn Féin in

pubs, and visiting British students were confused about the lack of media

coverage of the day’s events in the UK.2

As Katharine Hodgkin and Susannah Radstone note in the introduction

to their edited volume Contested Pasts, memory, as invoked through such

commemorations, communicates ‘political agendas which serve particular

ideas about the virtues of the nation, the family, or the current government’

(p. 5). As a process and a way of knowing, memory raises questions about

the complex interactions between individuals, psyches, social entities and

cultures. Over the past decade, memory studies has emerged as an

interdisciplinary field in its own right, with specialist journals and degree

programmes. Conference sessions and special journal issues highlight

particular themes, such as ‘Gender and Cultural Memory’ (Signs 2002) or

‘Spectrogeographies’ (Institute of British Geographers 2005 annual con-

ference).3 Within disciplines, ‘memory’ is also an entry for numerous

dictionaries and state-of-the-art review anthologies.4 The books examined in

this essay highlight some of the field’s most topical issues: the politics of

public memory; individual and social memory; and embodiment and

representation.
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THE POLITICS OF PUBLIC MEMORY:
THE BIOGRAPHY OF SITES

Most studies of public memory adopt a historical approach, what I call the

‘biography of a site’, to analyse issues of identity politics and political

transition. In examining how the past is created in the present, such an

approach draws from key works in British and French social history and

sociology: such as Foucault’s notion of ‘counter-memory’; Eric

Hobsbawm’s and Terence Ranger’s discussion of invented traditions;

Pierre Nora’s definition of lieux de mémoire and Maurice Halbwach’s

elucidation of social frameworks of memory.5 Scholars using this approach

analyse why certain forms of memory emerge when and where they do, and

in what form (museums, postcards, annual parades, or temporary artistic

spaces). Biographies of sites typically provide nuanced depictions of the

ways national histories, memorial cultures, and shared stories are

remembered and forgotten, to analyse changes to existing public cultures

of memory within a given country. Jay Winter, for example, outlines three

phases of commemoration for sites. The creative phase, defined by a trigger

or impetus to remember, includes debates over appropriate forms and

technologies of memory, for instance, a monument, the production of a

memorial site, and the inaugural rituals associated with its public unveiling.

The second, institutional, phase solidifies and routinizes a commemorative

calendar through repetitive rituals and texts. The third phase of

commemoration is one of transformation, when second and subsequent

generations of mourners inherit sites. In this phase of ‘symbolic accretion’,

post-memorial generations add their own interpretations, forms and rituals

to existing sites and cultures of memory. A new impetus to remember may

result in a new cycle of debates, new and old meanings may interact in

unexpected ways to transform memorial-media cultures, and some sites may

disappear altogether.6

Annie Coombes’s book about memorial, museum and artistic sites

in South Africa during the 1990s works within this tradition. She writes

that History after Apartheid is

neither a history of South Africa’s transition to democracy nor an

exhaustive account of policy decisions regarding culture and history over

this period. Instead I have deliberately selected a series of case studies

that seemed to me to dramatize the most significant aspects of the

debates around historical representation in the public sphere during the

early phase of transition to democracy’ (pp. 10–11).

By tracing the origins and reception of particular projects, such as

exhibitions about Masekeng (informal housing) in the new Museum

Africa, Coombes analyses how the ideal of ‘community’ has been mobilized
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to define South Africanness at a time when notions of the nation are
particularly volatile.

For Coombes, historical accounts of the South African political
transition that attribute social problems of democratization to tensions
among ethnic groupings – themselves simultaneously artifacts and living
legacies of slavery, colonialism and apartheid – do not pay attention to the
significance of resilient ‘alliances and negotiations across ethnic and color
divides [which] have immeasurably complicated the complexion of the
‘‘new’’ nation’ (p. 3). To get at those subtle negotiations about under-
standings of community and nation, she examines the controversies
surrounding existing and new national sites of memory at the Voortrekker
monument, Robben Island, the District Six Museum, Tswaing Crater Eco-
Museum, Museum Africa, the South African Museum and the South
African National Gallery. Through these places, Coombes notes both the
ideological and symbolic value which political authorities continue to invest
in museums and heritage sites, as well as the ways the media frame debates
about public memory at local, national and international levels.

Coombes does not systematically look at the ‘unfinished business’ of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commissions (TRC).7 Rather, she notes how the
TRC has transformed public cultures of memory in South Africa, including
how violent histories are represented or how national histories are gendered,
and she contrasts TRC testimonial cultures to more radical artistic
strategies. In her analysis of a controversial experimental installation,
Miscast: Negotiating the Presence of Khoi and San History and Material
Culture, by artist/lecturer Pippa Skotnes displayed at the National Gallery
in 1996, Coombes explores how conceptual art encourages a critical
engagement with the past. Miscast specifically explored how ‘the Khoisan
were pathologized, dispossessed, and all but eradicated through colonialism
and apartheid’ (p. 230). It sought to question the history of the museum,
including how the act of viewing exhibitions was and continues to be
complicit with the all-consuming colonial gaze. It also deliberately located
visitors in uncomfortable positions in spaces that juxtaposed past and
present display genres, classification schemes, artefacts and looking
relations. In one room, for example, archival photographs of Khoisan at
colonial exhibitions were set next to display cases filled with the personal
effects of historical philologists who studied ‘natives’. In another, life-like
casts of body parts were tagged with ‘texts relating incidents of violence
against the Bushmen’ (p. 232). Visitors had to walk across a vinyl floor with
enlarged, largely derogatory illustrations of Khoisan from historical medical
journals, catalogues and newspapers to see the display of contemporary
photos of Khoi and San families and communities hanging on the walls.
Such unsettling encounters, Coombes notes, are dramatically different from
watching TRC hearings on television.

While Miscast was innovative in its approach to representing the past, in
other ways it was socially insensitive. As Coombes argues, ‘it is not enough
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to simply exhibit signs of creative cross-cultural exchange and moder-
nity . . . as a strategy for countering a history of pathologizing objectifica-
tion. It is necessary to demonstrate a sense of peoples as subjects with agency
to be able to effect their own history’ (p. 242). At the time of the exhibition,
debates raged over the repatriation of Khoisan human remains in the
national press. Perhaps not surprisingly, contemporary San visitors, who are
often represented as ‘extinct’ or occupying a distant temporal and cultural
location, articulated their outrage about feeling forced to walk on pictures of
their ancestors or view human body parts of men, women and children in
open display cases. When considering historical and contemporary political
economies of the international trade of Khoisan bones, Miscast was
particularly troubling.8 As Coombes rightly points out, the Khoisan are still
a dispossessed minority with no political voice in South Africa. Yet she also
suggests that the largely negative reception of Miscast resulted in a
‘valuable, if painful, experiment in envisaging a revisionist history’ (p. 230).
A forum was held at the National Gallery about the installation, drawing
an ‘unprecedented gathering of many Khoisan from all over southern
Africa’ (p. 242). Individuals not only expressed their concerns about
Miscast, but also articulated the ongoing problems with their devalued
social position resulting from being historically dispossessed of their lands.

By telling richly textured stories such as these, the biography-of-a-site
approach describes the specific forms and locales of particular sites to
examine how their meanings and settings were negotiated, received and
interpreted by various publics. As Coombes argues, objects, places and
performances become animated and visible in public venues as they are
(re)interpreted and circulate through different media. Biographies of sites
thus are distinct from studies that trace the histories of the nation-state, such
as John Gillis’s model of memorialization according to overlapping pre-
national, national and post-national phases, or Nora’s multi-volume project
about numerous sites that, taken together, constitute a larger French
historiography.9 By paying attention to the circulation and transmission of
memory in the present, the temporal frame of analysis concerns particular
moments in time rather than the longue durée.

At its best, the biography-of-a-site approach examines how seemingly
stable material forms are dynamic in space and time, and elucidates how
contestations over the significance of past narratives are given meaning
within particular socio-political contexts. Some studies, furthermore,
drawing upon Foucault’s notion of counter-memory as a form of resistance,
explore how power relations are negotiated through sites. Following
Halbwachs, some level of coherence and stability within social groups
may be assumed, yet good studies remain sensitive to change as well as
continuity in social visions as they relate to shifting political and
cultural needs in the present. Yet despite these strengths, many studies
adopting such an approach are predictable and simplistic. At their worst,
biographies are narrow in their analyses of social exchange and power
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relations, simply narrating the emergence of a site and related debates over a
fairly limited period of time (a couple of years), without exploring how sites
change over time or how events, practices, and places may become
institutionalized venues of official memory. Research is often limited to a
quick summary of print-media coverage without critical analyses of the
role the media plays in the process of public memory. When media research
is supplemented by public documents, such as city plans, competition
guidelines or gallery catalogues, or by the occasional interview of
key figures in debates, these additional sources are often used as evidence
of coherent group or political agendas. Further, discussions of
contestation are often limited to ‘counter-memory as resistance’ and defined
merely in opposition to dominant forces.10 Finally, few studies
include discussions about the pre and after-lives of sites; ethnographic,
phenomenological, or psychoanalytic approaches are rarely used to analyse
how trans-generational encounters, performances, and rituals transmit
and circulate understandings about the past across historical time and
through social spaces.

Sites of memory have meanings that exceed their forms as authored
representations of the past because of the ways individuals experience
them affectively and how their forms circulate through various media.
As geographers, anthropologists, and cultural-studies scholars have
demonstrated, the affective materialities of a place or even an object – a
unique quality resulting from particular social histories, interconnections
to other places, and lasting human imprints – may surpass instrumental
efforts to make selective pasts speak through them.11 Paying attention to
the multiple space-times of particular sites therefore means considering the
complex ways individual and social memory interact.

INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIAL MEMORY

Most scholars assume that a qualitative difference exists between the
memory of an individual and those memories shared by more than one
person. Individual memory is often theorized as located inside a person
(stored in the mind) and social memory as located externally in sites such as
archives, memorials, objects, narratives, or cultural practices. Personal
memory is described in terms of screens of images or fleeting sensations
triggered unexpectedly by experience in the present or through dreams.
It is considered less coherent in temporal structure and content than is social
memory, which is structured by narrative (through myths, histories,
and stories).

Yet as various authors in Contested Pasts and Regimes of Memory
describe, the relationship between individual and social memory is now
being revisited in ways that resonate with earlier debates at the turn of the
last century. Drawing on the work of Charles Baudelaire, Henri Bergson,
Walter Benjamin, Fernand Braudel, Marcel Proust, Virginia Woolf and
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others, scholars today are examining why and how individuals recall the
past; how individuals relate to collectivities in constituting memory, history
and identity; how time works individually and socially; and what role
the psyche plays in these processes. While memory-studies scholars are
interested more generally in the creation, mediation, transmission and
circulation of memory through space and time, two broad approaches,
rooted in social science and in humanities, have emerged to theorize
individual and social memory.

During the 1980s and 1990s, differences emerged between social-science
and humanities approaches to individual and social memory. On the one
hand, historians, anthropologists, sociologists, geographers and others have
tended to examine how stories about the past shape and are shaped by
narratives, traditions and rituals, focusing on how individual memory was
mediated by social interactions. Thus the question of how individuals make
meaning through remembering became secondary to the question of how
social environments of memory function more broadly. On the other hand,
scholars in the fields of literature, film, performance studies and cultural
studies argued that the relationships between an event, its representation
and participants’ experience of it are far from straightforward. Of particular
interest was the role played by dreams, fantasy, repression and the
unconscious in the processes of recall and creating knowledge about the
past in the present. They also identified failures or gaps in the transmission
of memory, examining, for example, when communication was not possible
through narrative or how and why technologies of memory (memorials,
visual cultures, storage systems) worked in distinct ways socially.12 In these
studies, models of the psyche became central to understanding how memory
is mediated and transmitted, both individually and socially.

Methodologically, research about individual and social memory loosely
followed this social-science and humanities split, with scholars in the former
field drawing on oral, social and everyday histories and on the insights of
ethnography and sociology, while in the latter they used psychoanalytic,
literary and performance theories. Two good volumes that typify the
differences between the social-science and humanities-based approaches are
Social Memory (1992), edited by James Fentress and Chris Wickham, and
Acts of Memory: Cultural Recall in the Present (1998), edited by Mieke Bal,
Jonathan Crewe, and Leo Spitzer. In more recent years, the distinctions
between these two approaches have become less clear, with the best studies
drawing insights from both.13

The practice of theorizing individual memory in terms of social
interaction draws heavily from French traditions in sociology, in particular
through the work of Maurice Halbwachs, and from works in anthropology,
including Paul Connerton’s How Societies Remember.14 For Halbwachs,
personal memory is always constructed and located in the social
environments of the present. Individuals learn to ‘remember’ the past
according to stories and rituals particular to the many groups to which
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they belong, such as family, work-related or class-affiliated groups,
religious-based communities, and so on. As a consequence, there are as
many memories as there are groups, and how a group maintains the illusion
of a stable social environment in the present is critical to understanding their
version of the past. Many of the essays in Hodgkin and Radstone’s
Contested Pasts follow this approach, examining the ways that different
groups make claims to national belonging through film, oral history, myth,
memorials, and even silence. For example, Alessandro Portelli’s essay
describes how contemporary national myths, such as Italy’s status as
an anti-Fascist democracy born out of resistance, are more important to
the longevity of the local Roman memory of the civilian massacre at
Fosse Ardeatine during World War Two than is verified historical fact.
Through such ‘historical memories’ (which Halbwachs distinguishes from
autobiographical memory), a sense of permanence is created. Time and
space are successfully ‘colonized’: important dates are ordered within a
commemorative sequence and recollections are located in symbolic and
material landmarks.

Marc Augé’s short book on Oblivion draws upon ethnological and
narrative approaches to social memory in his philosophical exploration of
the role of social memory by providing a philosophical exploration of the
role of forgetting in structuring social memory. His ‘three-lesson course’
draws from works in psychoanalysis, anthropology, philosophy, and
literature, as well as his personal memories, to explore how personal and
social stories ‘are always (even when they are not ‘fabrications’, ‘products of
the imagination’, ‘exaggerations’ likely to arouse smiles from other
witnesses) the fruit of memory and oblivion, of a work of composition
and recomposition that translates the tension exerted by the expectation of
the future upon the interpretation of the past’ (p. 39). Regardless of how
solitary an individual’s life may be, Augé argues that each person is always
‘at least haunted by the presence of the other in the form of a regret or a
certain nostalgia’ (p. 42). Thus all stories are in some way framed by the play
between ‘the discord of singular times and the expected concordance of their
reconciliation in narratives with several voices’ (p. 43).

Augé pairs life and death with memory and oblivion to pay attention to
the ways that oblivion structures social life through the figures of return,
suspense and starting over. He explores African rites of possession, role-
reversals and initiations as social events that organize a passage from a
before to an after. The return of someone possessed by either a spirit or an
other within indicates a state of being in the pure present (I have come
back). The role reversals tied to suspense allow one to find the present by
temporarily cutting it off from past and future (I am come back). The
radical inauguration of the (re)beginning is the complete opposite of a
repetition, as the future is discovered by forgetting the past (I am here).
These three figures of oblivion define the process of remembrance through
their ‘narrative virtue’. Thus while Augé explores how individual and social
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temporalities intersect in complex ways, he is more generally interested in
how time is lived as a ‘fiction in the broad sense (not as fiction opposite to
the truth of the narrative the historians claim to be ‘‘true’’, but as narration,
a scenario that obeys a certain number of formal rules)’ (p. 34).

A second approach understands individual memory as distinctive from
social memory, typified by both narrative and non-narrative forms. Mieke
Bal distinguishes between three types of individual memory: habitual,
narrative and traumatic.15 The first type is unreflective body memory carried
through gestures and routine movements, present in muscles, scars, and
expressions. The second results from individual contemplation of the past,
communicated through narratives punctuated by high and low points of
emotional intensity. The third results from the failure of contemplating the
past in narrative form, resulting in trauma. For the latter, events painfully
resurface and resist integration; they ‘are re-enacted as drama (not
synthesized and narrated by a subject who masters them), or they remain
outside of the subject’.

By considering these forms of individual memory when analysing
cultural memory, humanities scholars take issue with earlier work on
social memory.16 For example, Constantina Papoulias (Regimes) challenges
understandings of social memory as ‘ritualized behaviours, belief systems
and forces of habit that constitute the everyday experience of a cultural
space’ (p. 115). Such an approach for Papoulias reduces the ‘inner world’ to
a mere ‘sedimentation of social knowledges through skills, dispositions and
patterns of action in the world’. The social thus substitutes for the
individual; radical psychoanalytical accounts of subjectivity are ignored.
Following French philosopher and psychoanalyst Jean Laplanche,
Papoulias understands subjectivity as a ‘spatial disturbance’, whereby the
unconscious is ‘an irreducible rift that both constitutes the subject and
divides it from itself’, or, borrowing Laplanche’s words, a ‘sort of waste-
product of certain processes of memorisation’ (p. 115; Laplanche’s italics).
From this perspective, desire and sexuality may emerge through spatial
encounters between subjects, but they are in no way reducible to the
memory of intersubjective interactions.

Quite a different example of looking at the interface between individual
and social memory is Stephan Feuchtwang’s essay (Regimes) about the
controversies surrounding Binjamin Wilkomirski’s Fragments (1995), an
acclaimed account of childhood survival during the Holocaust that was
later revealed to be a fake. Using Freudian theory, Feuchtwang interprets
Bruno Grosjean/Binjamin Wilkomirski’s fantasy of Holocaust survival as a
way for the author/child to create objects of attachment for his real personal
loss of having never had a childhood. Further, he looks at the complex
power relations that frame this scandal, in particular the ‘recognition
structure’ between personal demands for acknowledgement and the
institutional conventions of social justice in situations of debasement and
loss, in particular with respect to the Holocaust.
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While calling for more sophisticated understandings of the individual in
memory studies, humanities scholars are critical of applying models of the
psyche to social situations, particularly in the case of traumatic experience.
Such concerns have provoked debate over what constitutes traumatic
memory, how traumatic experience should be classified, and the legitimacy
of transferring concepts from professional therapeutic settings to popular
and societal contexts.17 As Hodgkin and Radstone explain in their
introduction to ‘Remembering suffering: trauma and history’ (Contested
Pasts), memory scholars are especially critical of so-called trauma theory
that became popular in the United States in the 1990s. Trauma theory takes
the lessons from research about cases of Holocaust survivors and survivors
of child sexual abuse and applies them to other social groups and situations.
This ‘works within a specific causal framework, in which a given event
(a catastrophe) produces a given effect’, unlike Freudian psychoanalytic
theory that defines trauma as ‘a product of the inner workings of the mind,
rather than the outcome of a happening’ (p. 97).

Debates about traumatic memory, then, raise difficult questions about
how individual experience is mediated through the body, narration, and
social facts. Further, the ‘extra-memorial dimensions’ of the psyche may
include questions of witnessing. Papoulias (cited above), for example, is
critical of those who argue that representations of tortured bodies can
function as evidence of violence politically and become symbols of resistance
and solidarity, thereby redeeming victims’ humanity. For Papoulias, such a
claim is not only unethical; it ignores the sexual excess in all forms of
communication: ‘bound within this redemptive translation of the scar as a
mnemic sign (the world feels outrage for the perpetrator and solidarity
with the victim) is a certain enjoyment derived from the consumption of
this spectacle (the audience may be thrilled and appalled, i.e. excited by the
victim’s plight)’ (p. 127).

Recent work in the social-science tradition has begun to use the insights
of humanities research in trauma to examine public cultures of memory in
societies working through difficult pasts. Christopher Colvin analyses
testimonial cultures in South Africa (Contested Pasts) through ethnographic
research about ways that ‘writing trauma into history’ may resist the
dominant post-TRC ‘therapeutic framework’ of public memory (p. 162),
a culture he describes as ‘part psychotherapy, part legal testimony and part
historiography’. He illustrates the problems with the ‘therapeutic mode of
historiography’ through an analysis of the ways in which tours at Robben
Island promote a ‘proper’ way to remember personal memories through
‘objective, thorough and unemotional’ means. Yet some people had mixed
feelings about assembling personal recollections of violence into a coherent
public narrative of reconciliation or using former inmates as ‘documents’ to
support the new national history. Colvin compares the therapeutic role of
memory at Robben Island with the more pragmatic approach at Khulumani
Victim Support Group. Khulumani narrates ‘a story of the past centred on a
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long-suffering, but not yet recovered victim’ because ‘the idea that the past
was a period of oppression and the present is a new and redeemed moment
of freedom is an illusion, a premature verdict on a not yet finished phase of
history’s unfolding’ (pp. 165–6). Rather than understanding the victim as the
heroic figure who forgives and thus moves society toward reconciliation,
Khulumani sees the victim as victorious only when she or he owns the
narration and transmission of traumatic memory and receives tangible
socio-economic improvements in the present.

Like Colvin, Paula Hamilton criticizes therapeutic terms, such as ‘healing
trauma’ or ‘talking cures’, in post-colonial public cultures of memory in
Australia. She questions the ‘strategic victimhood’ deployed by indigenous
peoples to gain recognition for suffering through an analysis of the
problematic ways that the so-called ‘lost generation’, indigenous children
taken from their parents by the Australian state governments between the
1920s and 1960s, has come to stand for the traumatic experience of all
indigenous people. What has resulted, she argues, is a glorification of the
status of victim that makes it difficult to establish a record of historical fact.
In such a climate, speaking out in the name of reconciliation can bring even
more anguish and pain to those that suffered through ‘a sense of being
haunted by a now public past’ (p. 149).

These examples point to the ways that social-science scholars now
examine the shifting scales, political effects, and transmission of both
individual and social memory. While the focus remains on contestation at
national and international levels, social-science research offers insights
to humanities scholars who are interested in networks of memory. Daniel
Levy and Natan Sznaider, for example, describe the political and moral
economies of a ‘cosmopolitan’ form of Holocaust memory in terms of a
post World-War-Two global moral order defined by absolute categories of
good and evil.18 Their arguments can be used to analyse contemporary
and historical geopolitics – such as the current American-led ‘global War on
Terror’19 or Vietnamese-inflected memorializations in post-Khmer
Rouge Cambodia (Hughes in Contested Pasts)20 – that legitimate military
interventions and justify how lives are valued through the rhetorical
deployment of such terms as ‘Hitler’, ‘genocide’, and ‘Never Again
Auschwitz’. Other studies also look at how national commemorations of
violent pasts can be analysed in terms of what Elazar Barkan describes as
the neo-liberal ‘guilt of nations’, as demonstrated by France’s dedication to
Slavery Remembrance Day this year. This commemorative day, the first of
its kind in Europe, not only indicates Prime Minister Jacques Chirac’s call to
never forget ‘this indelible stain on history’, but also positions France as
a moral leader in a global order with ‘good’ nations acknowledging
past actions. As tied to a neo-liberal agenda, acknowledging past crimes
against humanity locates that legacy in the past, not the present, even in the
face of stark anti-immigration laws and militant government responses
to student and minority social unrest.21
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EMBODIMENT AND REPRESENTATION

What is clear from recent research in memory studies is that people do not
always freely choose how the past becomes part of them. What is less clear
is the role our minds and bodies play in that process. Memory-studies
scholars are raising significant questions about the nature of human
experience, thereby contributing to broader discussions in the social
sciences and humanities about materiality, practice, and affect.22 Among

the most contentious of these includes the following question: do some
forms of memory exist outside of the realm of representation, in a bodily
and/or pre-linguistic register, or is memory always mediated by symbolic
systems?

One way this question has been addressed is through recent scientific
cognitive approaches to memory that examine how sensory information,
both external and internal, is taken in, encoded and stored in the brain.
Paul Antze (Regimes) reviews the influence of such approaches in the field
of neuro-psychoanalysis. Drawing upon neuro-cognitive theories, this new

approach to psychoanalysis distinguishes between declarative and proce-
dural forms of memory. Declarative memory refers to the process whereby
information about events, people, and objects is stored and recalled through
symbols and representation, whereas procedural memory refers to the ways
information from everyday habits, such as how to walk, are stored in the
body. In procedural memory, experiences are encoded directly into neural
programmes, bypassing symbolic or representational systems of storage or

recall. According to Antze, neuro-psychoanalysis classifies emotional
patterns and routine psychical processes as procedural memory, that is, as
a form of body memory working outside the realms of language and
representation.

Antze is critical of theorizing emotions in terms of procedural memory
because what it means to be human is over-determined. Physical processes,
such as neural encoding, cannot account for psychical processes, which,
according to Freudian and post-Freudian theory, are structured by symbolic
systems. For example, Antze asks, if childhood emotional patterns are
encoded through processes of procedural memory, how can that neural

data be ‘translated’ into adult contexts? To transfer information from one
context to another, signs and metaphor are required, as when an adult
envisions a boss as a father figure. For Antze, if habitual memory and
routine psychical processes are simply encoded into neural systems, humans
are no longer the complex and dynamic creatures we have previously
thought, driven by desire, yet unable ever to know fully the unconscious
from whence that desire stems.

While some authors theorize individual memory according to scientific
research, others use organicist metaphors to describe the inheritance of

memory across generations. Studies in archaeology are revisiting the notion
of the evolution of a social brain or collective mind.23 Yet spatial metaphors
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that locate memory in the body and/or mind have their own history,

with links to colonialist discourse, as Tony Bennett notes in his essay

(Regimes). Bennett is critical of contemporary works that assign a

positive political value to body knowledge. He cites Paul Gilroy: ‘How,

Gilroy asks, can there be an active politics of memory if the ‘‘bottom line’’ of

black identity is lodged within ‘‘the memory tape carried in those black

cells’’ ’.24 Following John Frow, he is also critical of the inherent

contradictions in Nora’s description of body memory – having ‘taken

refuge in gestures and habits, in skills passed down by unspoken traditions,

in the body’s inherent self-knowledge, in unstudied reflexes and ingrained

memories’ – as more ‘true’ or ‘authentic’ than modern memory.25 Bennett

argues that the very idea of memory as somehow rooted in an ancestral

history of the body became both thinkable and enforced through particular

colonial scopic regimes (and related technical and representational devices)

tied to the archival form of the evolutionary museum. According to Bennett,

all memory has a mediated relation to experience; body memory as a

categorical way of knowing is itself tied to historical discourses of

colonialism.
In contrast to both scientific studies and discourse-based approaches to

understanding body memory, visual and performing-arts theory locates

memory in the body through affect. By developing the concept of sense

memory, Jill Bennett (Regimes) suggests that the body is the realm through

which we come to experience and know the world, a porous space that

simultaneously connects us to others, yet maintains a sense of self and

otherness through memories of affective experience. She argues that sense

memory results from the ways our bodies experience feelings in the present

by responding to visual images that trigger non-verbal-linguistic recall.

This notion brings to mind Aristotle’s distinction between anamnesis, or

conscious and deliberate acts of recollection, and mneme, unconscious

memory that comes unbidden to the surface – what Bergson and Proust later

called ‘involuntary memory’.26 Yet Jill Bennett identifies bodily ways of

knowing in terms of artistic practice. Sense memory ‘operates through the

body to produce a kind of ‘‘seeing truth’’ rather than ‘‘thinking truth’’,

registering the pain of memory as it is directly experienced, and

communicating a level of bodily affect’ (p. 29). Bennett draws upon early

work on trauma by Pierre Janet, observations by French poet and

Holocaust survivor Charlotte Delbo, Holocaust testimony studies by

Lawrence Langer, and the concept of the ‘encountered sign’ by Gilles

Deleuze to develop her arguments about how trauma, and affect more

generally, is ‘thought through the body’.27 She describes visitor responses to

Dennis Del Favero and Justin Kramer’s photo-media installations about

sexual child abuse and to performance artist Marina Abramovic’s self-

mutilating works. Spectators have bodily sensations, or squirms, that let

them
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feel the image, but also maintain a tension between self and image. It is

part of a loop in which the image incites mimetic contagion acted out in

the body of the spectator, which must continue to separate itself from the

body of the other. And it is this function that enables one to see feeling as

the property of another, and simultaneously to feel it – or at least to know

it as felt (p. 37).

While Jill Bennett looks to the meanings of sense memory,

Luisa Passerini (Contested Pasts) reminds us that the social dimensions of

psychic life can be transmitted through non-linguistic, yet representational,

means, including silence. Silence for Passerini includes pre and post-sounds,

the spaces around words, where speech is and is not located. It is what is

left unsaid ‘because its memory has been actually repressed – by

trauma, contrast with the present, conflicts of individual and collective

nature – or because the conditions for its expression no longer (or do not

yet) exist’ (p. 238).
In their chapter on post-memory and generations of nostalgia (Contested

Pasts), Marianne Hirsch and Leo Spitzer describe how such silences between

Holocaust survivors and their children can sometimes be broken. Hirsch and

Spitzer recount their story of ‘returning’ to Czernowitz, the former home

of Marianne’s mother and father, Lotte and Carl, who are Holocaust

survivors.28 Children of survivors, they argue, inherit understandings of a

‘home’ (that they often have never been to) in terms of their parents’ positive

and negative pasts, as communicated through the nostalgia, longing,

hostility, and ambivalence toward the places where they grew up,

experienced loss and violence, and left. Thus to return to their former

homes is a performance for the parents, as they create a space ‘that can hold

both sides of the past [positive and negative] simultaneously in view, without

necessarily reconciling them, or ‘‘healing’’ the rift’ (p. 84). For the second

generation of exiles and refugees, who have internalized their parents’

‘nostalgic yearning in combination with negative and traumatic memory –

pleasure and affection, layered with bitterness, anger and aversion’,

‘returning’ to their parents’ homes can only offer promise and

disappointment. It is a ‘home’ only known through negative postmemories

of ‘the war’, or memories of pasts not personally experienced but mediated

through stories, the media, museums, film, and history books. Making

a material connection to a time and place ‘before’ the war, ‘when their

parents had not yet suffered the threat of genocide’, means that children of

survivors can ‘witness the sites of resistance and survival’ and participate in

their parents’ transitory acts of memory when they sift through conflicting

nostalgic and negative memories. Thus the intergenerational journey

to (re)make contact with ‘home’, ‘bring[s] to the surface what the trauma

of expulsion has submerged’, and offers the possibility of constructing

‘a deeper and more nuanced understanding of history and memory’ (p. 85).
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As this review essay has suggested, memory studies will continue to be an
important interface between historical scholarship and public debate. I have
sketched out approaches and questions raised by recent studies about the
politics of memory, individual and social memory, and embodiment and
representation, although many lacunae remain. Historians in particular, for
example, have yet to pay attention to sexual memory, are still reluctant to

engage psychoanalytic theory, and are not contributing as much as they
could to debates about temporality.29 Memory studies continue to be
European and Western-centric, and have not engaged the voluminous
scholarship published in non-English speaking venues.30 More than that,
a major shortcoming of memory studies is the scholarly isolation from
the public engagement of what German citizens call ‘memory-work’
(Erinnerungsarbeit) and Latin American activists call the ‘labours of

memory’ (trabajos de la memoria). That such a large gap exists between
historical scholarship and the work of public and organic intellectuals
should be an embarrassment to the academy.31
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